Nevins Memorial Library
Growing Community
Ten Mystery & Adventure Stories
Older Reader
“Chasing Vermeer”
By Blue Balliett
J FIC BAL / OverDrive
Petra and Calder are brought together under strage
circumstances. When a priceless Vermeer painting
disappears, they are drawn into an art scandal that
has even the FBI stumped.

“One Came Home”
By Amy Timberlake
J FIC TIM
Georgie’s sister ran away, and when an unidentifiable
body is found with her dress on, everyone assumes
it’s her. But Georgie knows her sister is still out there
but has no clue where. Will she ever find her?

“Book Scavenger”
By Jennifer Chambliss Bertman
J FIC BER / J-CD BOOK BER
Emily has a mystery to solve. Her favorite author is in
a coma and the clues he left behind just might lead to
his attackers. They have to work fast though.

“Choose Your Own Adventure” series
By Various Authors
J FIC CHO (Series)
Each Choose Your Own Adventure book concentrates
on a single theme. After each section of story, you
get to decide how it continues!

“The London Eye Mystery”
By Siobhan Dowd
J FIC DOW
Ted and Kat’s cousin boards the London Eye, but
doesn’t come back down. The police aren’t having any
luck finding him, so they take it upon themselves.

“The Sixty-Eight Rooms” series
By Marianna Malone
J FIC MAL (Series)
Ruthie and Jack discover a key that allows them to
enter the Thorne Miniature Rooms at the Art
Institute of Chicago. What will they hold?

“Chitty Chitty Bang Bang”
By Ian Fleming
J FIC FLE
The Pott family, called “Crackpot” by everyone, buys a
new car that isn’t very new looking. The car tells them
her name and she can fly! When she decides to stop
criminals, she takes the family along for the ride.

“Sammy Keyes” series
By Wendelin Van Draanen
J FIC VAN (Series)
Sammy Keyes isn’t just an amateur sleuth, she’s
hilarious! Join her in her crazy adventures through
junior high and beyond. The series starts with Sammy
Keyes and the Hotel Thief.

“From the Mixed-Up Files of
Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler”
By E.L. Konigsburg
J FIC KON
When Claudia runs away to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art with her little brother, they get caught up in the
case of an angel statue and the woman who sold it.

“The Call of the Wild:
The Graphic Novel”
By Jack London
J GRAPHIC LON
Buck enjoys a comfortable life with his family until he
is seized and sent to Alaska during the gold rush. Life
is about to get a lot harder for him as a sled dog.
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